The
Aura
Seminar
mit Andreas and Devamata
from Freiburg / Germany:
After this seminar the spiritual world of
aura and energy won't be a mystery to
you any more: your questions about
perception and certainty on the subject
of energy and light work are solved.
Real and clear experiences that have
led you to your own completeness have
placed your spiritual and healing activities on a clear and safe ground.
You learn to percieve the aura in an
awake state of conciousness and you
will be introduced to a number of efficient methods, that will allow you to offer
help and passage to healing via the
aura. These healing paths support all
imaginable aspects of life and problems.
You learn to be a divine source of energy yourself. From this position you will
manage to deal with simple and complex
energetic issues.
As another base for your healing work
you learn to receive solid and competent
messages from the spiritual world, without entering into any state of trance.
These will accompany and help to develop your healing methods and your
own further path, after the seminar.
Andreas Lohmann, born 1967, works since 20
years as a healer. His seminars are about
earth healing and aura work, and took place
several hundred times. Devamata Johannes,
born 1972, lived 15 years in London and
Barcelona. She gives body therapy to people
and has a deep relation to angels and landscape angels. Today we both live in Freiburg
in Germany. We give this Seminar together or
apart, depending on when and where we are
invited to. For further information see ...

www.geomanzia.com
www.devamata.de






Semi nar Program:
on fridays:
7-8.30 pm: Introduction- perception
of the aura, healing with the hands,
inner guidance and energetic support
through the contact to the avatars
9-10 pm: Buddha and the three rays of creation: „white“
(Christ), „black“ (Kali) and „fire“ (Shiva).
on saturdays: 9-10 am: the chakra system and its significance.
Purification and charging of the chakras through the devotion to
the levels of creation
10.30 am -12.30 pm: the uncreated universe: the ocean of Kali.
Healing by letting go. Dissolution of the pain of creation
2-4 pm: The healing power of Sai Babas Lingam: a
healing present with unlimited possibilities.
4.30-6.30 pm: aura quick diagnoses and treatment
6.30-8 pm: Becoming complete: how to return and
integrate lost soul aspects. With special part: soul aspects from
the space of “time zero”
on sundays:
9-11 pm: Healing with angels, healing through the
inner contact with dolphins. Opening ‚doors of light‘
and the making of healing essences
11.30 am-1.30 pm: How to handle unliberated souls
and traumatized elemental beings. Also: “illusion,
manipulation and magic” - what actually is that? The
„art of light war“ for the liberation of complex themes.
3-4 pm: Visiting Mother Meera and Babaji.
4.30-7 pm: Counselling others: receiving messages
from the spiritual world. Independent planning and
conducting of entire healing sessions
7.30-8 pm: Jesus and the “Ocean of Life”

Where and when?

If you organize this seminar for us,
here will be space for the adress of your location etc.

This seminar has theory and a lot of practice.
Beginners and advanced levels are welcome.
The price is 299 €.
Undecided people are welcome to take part in the introduction
part on the first evening. Here you will have basic experiences
that will serve you on your path. Only-friday-evening-price is 50 €.

